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Excerpt from The Cultic Code, The Living Books of Paul Bowles, I.4.6. Cultic forms 

 

 

4.6 Language 

I suggest human language is originally a magical, cultic vessel, and speech is cultic 

performance. Languages are all potentially ritualistic, because through their agency, a transmission 

of psychic energy takes place. As all pure material force, this subtle energy also derives from and 

returns to a universal source. Organic languages, therefore, originate in the absolute. In other words, 

the one who speaks, and the one who is spoken to in every utterance, is, directly or indirectly, the 

source and end of speech: the creative Logos. Its substance is a totality of meaning, the hologram of 

a linguistically created universe. Particles of the Logos present whole, autonomous aspects of the 

totality. 

Directly Logical, i.e. fully ritualistic are languages of the unbroken, organic psychic mould, 

in which the original cultic code is intact. These are the archaic languages of the world, which 

preserve the Gnosis of holistic, sacral life. The structural analysis which I propose here 

demonstrates that these keepers of the Logos may rightly be called the core language family: 

Mag/Magar/Magyar languages include all Native African e.g. Berber and Native American e.g. 

Mayan, the archaic cultures of Europe e.g. Celtic, the aboriginal cultures of Asia, e.g. Dravidian, 

Uyghur, of the Pacific and Australia. The Mag family includes all Hun and Saka (Scythian) 

languages and peoples. The hologram of an ancient world-wide web of Gnosis reveals itself along 

this condition of linguistic holism. Such core language is, most significantly, Hungarian (Magyar). 

Most significantly, as the word-tree of mag and countless other etymological and mythological 

enigmas are explained in it, and because the linguistic structure intact in contemporary Hungarian 

demonstrates perfectly the operation, nature, and structure of the metaphysical unit, precisely 

manifesting and modelling the cultic code. Mag directly means seed or core in Hungarian 

(Magyar).1 This language not only treasures original elements of the Logos (etymons) in 68% of its 

vocabulary.2 

These sacral core languages are insufficiently termed agglutinative, for structural 

agglutination, or coordination, as we will see, is only the last of the three conditions of cult. They 

allow for full ritual passage, because they manifest the same cultic operation, nature, and 

structure which define Bowles’s texts. These, as their model proves, are organically structured 

tongues. These are the languages of the old high cultures, almost all of them colonised. It may not 

be coincidental that all colonized cultures, including Maghrebi or Berber are based on the cultic, 

psychic mould of core languages. Those which are not extinct e.g. Sumerian or Etruscan, are by 

now forcefully obliterated by language changes e.g. Native American, or deliberately misconstrued 

by Eastern and Western parasitic imperial academia.3 

The cultic, organic, sacral, definition of languages is by no means arbitrary. For a clear 

cardinal image of any language or family, I propose a test based on three definitive points. What 

crystallises in this simple test of linguistic holism is the cultic code. The three check points reveal 

the three key built-in codes or a single triple code of a language: 

                                                 
1The case of Hungarian shows clearly the ruthless and truthless colonial conspiracy against the usurped nation and its 

usurped language. The official academic view of the Hungarian (Magyar) language is a proven, explicit lie, see the 

Etymological notes. Here it is visible, as in Troy, in the Americas, and most probably in the Maghreb, that what opens 

the gates to the uninvited, malevolent guest is the naiveté of the peaceful, benevolent host. These attitudes are coded in 

language. There is, however, also the documented fact that the magi of the colonised saw exactly what was to befall 

them, and accepted their martyrdom as part of the narrative fate written by an astral pattern or divine will – knowing 

full well that history is transient, and life is fulfilled in a greater, meta-historical truth. In this sense, the conscious victim 

knows and bears the true cross of devotion. 
2For both features see the Etymological notes. 
3The official global brain-washing system of pseudo-science not only discredits but mirrors itself, when referring to 

these organic core languages as “synthetic” i.e. inorganic. What is inorganic is precisely the system of division and 

subordination by which colonial manipulation operates. Core languages are not synthetic but synoptic, synergic, 

presenting the original unity of idea, sense, and form. 
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1. the dynamic between noun and verb, 

2. the round of the three personal pronouns, and 

3. the system of word and sentence construction. 

These three aspects are the undeniable and incorruptible indicators of the psychic model 

which conditions the emotional, mental, and behavioural patterns of people. The linguistic code so 

deeply defines the psyche, that its effects are dominant even after generations speaking a new 

tongue. 4 The pre-historical, pre-cognitive holistic mental system of information i.e. energy 

processing is clearly characterized by the centrally organized, concentric and spheric linguistic 

formula. 

1. Noun and verb are not clearly separated in the radix system, the nominal-verbial root, the 

nucleus is the source of linguistic radiation i.e. creation.5 This means that the original force of 

creation is kept intact in this linguistic aspect. 

2. Personal pronouns are undivided by gender.6 This means that the circle of community is 

kept intact, unobstructed, reflecting a universal holism. 

3. Structuring is centrally organised, inclusive, synoptic, synergetic, focused on the inner, 

radical, nuomenal cohesion of a notion or set of notions. This linguistic mould presents a holistic 

mentality. 

 

 
Figure The organic linguistic model of core (mag) languages 

 

These aspects represent the three main parts of the linguistic entity: the core (one-

dimensional), the cycle (two-dimensional), and the sphere of formation (three-dimensional). 

Translating this into a triple code, a cultic language consists of binary nature (stasis and 

dynamism), trinary operation (pointal, cyclical, and spheric), and centrally defined structure 

(concentric). The seal is unquestionable in the codified law of cultic core languages. The linguistic 

test I have proposed concludes the following, in the case of the unbroken core language: the inner 

core is TWO IN ONE, the outer core is THREE IN ONE, and the total form is ALL IN ONE. 

The three keys are analogous with what we will find in Bowles’s novels as the operation (cycle), 

                                                 
4The original psychic mould of a tribe or race proves to be present even after hundreds of years of language change. 

This proves true in both the case of an old broken mould putting on a fine cloak, and in the case of an old holistic mould 

forced to wear a torn gown. The trace of the original mould presents itself in behaviour, in speech act, in ritual life, and 

in philosophy. These mirror the true heart of a speaker, which may be unfortunate in certain cases, but fortunate in the 

case of Berber culture, for example, as this endurance of the cultic mould is what gave Bowles the clue of ritual holism. 
5The radix, the archaic monosyllabic root or seed of agglutinative Hungarian very often fuses a nominal and a verbial 

meaning. See also the Etymological notes. 
6The I-you-he/she/it limping circle is smooth and round in Hungarian én-te-ő. See also the Etymological notes. 
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nature (seed), and structure (sphere) of metanarrative substance. 

The way in which specific languages behave has a far-reaching effect on social and political 

behaviour. The isolating and inflecting language families of aggressors, on the other hand, have 

natural obstacles to overcome in order to express the existential wholeness which rituals aim to 

achieve. The four-dimensional, hologramic aspect of all human languages is intact, as they all serve 

the purpose of presenting the heart of the speaker (unlike imhuman languages, e.g. the digital code). 

The English language, for example, is based on a divided core, the verb separated radically from the 

noun, and changing radically with temporal inflection. This first measure refers to the dynamic 

power of the psychic inner core. By the second measure, the coordinated cycle of personal 

pronouns, which defines social relations, is broken in English by gendering and objectification 

(hierarchical he/she/it), and obstructed by the capitalised, prioritised I. The basis of social equality, I 

believe, would lie in the unobstructed circle of personal pronouns. By the third measure, the 

structuring strategy of English is the isolation, alienation of parts (verb from noun, root from pre- 

and suffixes), held together by a linear string of narrative logic and order, a strictly phenomenal 

sequence representing a notion or a set of notions. The conclusive problem is that in such a structure 

of agency, concepts do not receive vertical waves of consciousness which go deeper into the psyche 

than the mind. It might take an apocalyptic existential vision to attempt to wake the inflective, 

isolative psychic agents of interpretation from their colonial slumber. Imperial language families are 

the exclusive but unidentified subject and object of the entire structuralist discourse, indeed relative, 

lacking a stable centre, and arbitrary. 

All of these factors refer back to their source: language begins in the heart. “The abundance 

of the heart [a man’s] mouth speaketh.” (Lk.6:45) The unbroken mould of human languages is 

intact in core languages, which relate themselves to the metahistorical seed of life, the origin of the 

universal man. Rituals, as core languages, evoke this beginning, over and over. Bowles’s extensive 

understanding of various linguistic mentalities (Spanish, French, Maghrebi, some German) enables 

him to hear and see linguistic harmony above particular tongues, and so redeem his own mother 

tongue, liberating it from its flat and broken mould, lifting it to its higher intact structure in 

ritualism. 

The psychic operation, nature, and structure of Tamazight (Tamazirt) or Tamashek, the 

original, archaic local language of the Maghreb is quintessentially cultic. These linguistic features 

carry the cultic structural code of substance: centrality, cyclicity, and sphericity. Perhaps it is the 

vehicle, the camel (mehari) or human language, which transports the initiant of the desert safely 

into integration: into the magnetic field of water springs, sources of life. It is very likely that the 

mental structuring of their language is what makes the Berbers (Imaziren or Imuhar) the sole 

survivors of the Sahara. Revitalizing the world from total nihil is only possible in concentric, cyclic, 

and spheric verbal forms, where no social polar distinction exists in personal pronouns, and the 

subject and object are not categorically separated, as the subject is built into the compact totality of 

each word. 

 


